Cleaning Just Got Easier with EcoSave®
TASKI® Intellibot® ultimate green machines reduce, reuse and recycle to eliminate
85% of the water and chemicals used on each shift, lessening environmental

The well-being of people everywhere
depends on a sustainable world.
Sealed Air’s Diversey Care division
offers solutions for infection
prevention, kitchen hygiene, fabric
care, building care and consulting.
Our solutions protect brands, deliver
efficiency, and improve performance
for our partners in health care, food
service, retail, hospitality and facility
services. Our leading expertise
integrates product systems,
equipment, tools and services into
innovative solutions that reduce
water and energy usage and
increase productivity. By delivering
superior results, we help create
profitable, sustainable enterprises
for a cleaner, healthier future.

impact. Our SWINGOBOT 1650™ and DUOBOT 1850™ have an advanced four-stage
purification system that can filter water to one micron, providing clean,
reusable water.

www.sealedair.com

TASKI®
Intelligent
Solutions
for Intellibot®
Precision
Performance
Productivity

We are here to help.
We are ready with trusted advice to help you find the right solution
for your business and start saving on chemicals, water and labor.

Call 1-800-842-2341
Or visit www.IntellibotRobotics.com to learn more.
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Hands-Free Cleaning® Operating System

Welcome to Intelli-TrakTM

Remote Monitoring with Intelli-Trak

Intellibot® machines are designed for Hands-Free Cleaning,
meaning you can quickly switch from manual to Hands-Free
operation at the touch of a button and just walk away.

An Advanced, Real-Time Fleet Monitoring Program

Receive Real-Time Updates and Alerts

The comprehensive Intelli-Trak program makes managing floor cleaning easy through Performance
Tracking and Remote Assistance tools.

The Hands-Free Cleaning Operating System enables:

Intelli-Trak Program Features

Through wireless communications, TASKI® Intellibot® machines send alerts to an operator’s cell phone*,
plus daily machine usage reports are sent to the Intellibot secure website, or directly to an email address.
Wireless communications also allow for remote troubleshooting by service technicians. TASKI Intellibot
machines are equipped for wireless communication using a standard 802.11 wireless network interface
(Wi-Fi). If a Wi-Fi network is unavailable, an optional cellular modem service may be purchased through
Diversey Care.

True Multi-Tasking: One person can accomplish twice the work.
Better Cleaning: The machine consistently cleans the same area, at the same speed, with the same
overlapping coverage, every time, every day.
Reduced Cost: Double, triple or quadruple productivity without increasing labor. Your cost per square foot
is dramatically reduced.

24/7 remote monitoring with 3G communication link
Secure customer access to web-based reports
Remote diagnostics of machine problems, including environmental or system issues
Daily, weekly, monthly, and annual reports sent to your cell or email including:
• Overview report with a snapshot of all site location activity
• Site report indicating usage for all robots at a specific location including cleaned areas, duration
and performance or maintenance issues

Performance Tracking
Intelli-Trak provides up-to-date activity reports for each robot,
allowing you to track individual units or entire fleets including:
• Date of use

Tier 1: Machine Usage Reporting

Tier 2: Diagnostic Monitoring

Machine Usage Reporting is free and works
on any public or private Wi-Fi network that the
machine can connect to. Reporting provides
daily machine usage information including:

Monitoring builds upon Reporting. It allows
TASKI Intellibot Service Technicians to monitor the machine 24/7 and remotely connect to
a machine to resolve potential problems in the
robot’s maps, as well as perform diagnostics on
the sensors and electronics.

•• When the machine was operated
•• Who operated it
•• What route was run
•• How long it ran

• Start time

•• If it completed the route successfully

• Total cleaning time
• Route cleaning confirmation
• Operator identification

It’s now possible to clean
twice as much, while doing
a better job, for less money.

Two tiers of remote monitoring for communicating through
a Wi-Fi network

• Total hours since installation

•• If it was interrupted by a problem, such
as the path was blocked, low battery or
a machine fault

The Remote Monitoring service requires the
robot to be integrated into the customer’s Wi-Fi
network with the support of their IT department, or the customer purchases the cellular
modem option. For the Wi-Fi option, there
is a one-time installation fee billed at a “time
and materials” rate of $200 due to the unique
requirements at each customer site. Beyond
the installation cost, there are no additional or
recurring fees for the Wi-Fi network option.

*Cell phone usage charges may apply. Check with your service provider.

“Diversey Care offers TASKI Intellibot solutions and systems,
which help us to optimize our daily routines.“

“The TASKI Intellibot range allows for very efficient
cleaning within congested and open areas and helps
us save time compared to other machines in the market.“

“The predictable chemical consumption allows us to control costs,
simplify planning and reduce chemical stocks. In addition, TASKI
IntelliDose is easy to handle while providing superior cleaning results.“

